**Finito® dress.** The solution for a forever new printing machine.

**Finito® dress** is an innovative product based on a special self-adhesive transparent film especially studied for protection from ink or glue stain and from printing machine, either offset or web offset, flexo, gravure, silk screen or digital printing.

**Finito® dress,** thanks to its special finishing, shows excellent characteristics of scratch and rub resistance so as to allow to leave unchanged the aesthetic aspect of the printing machine, either offset or web offset, flexo, gravure, silk screen or digital printing.

**Finito® dress** is characterized by a surface able to reject of all kind of inks, overprint varnishes or adhesives used in the publication and advertising industry, in the packaging and converting sector and in visual communication.

**Finito® dress** is especially studied to be easily applied to all metallic and plastic surfaces of the printing machine structures and, when necessary, can be easily replaced with no risk of residuals of adhesive left on the dressed surface. For the proper and accurate application of **Finito® dress** a service is available in all European countries in the rest of the world with specialized teams.

Moreover, thanks to a special cutting technology, **Finito® dress** can be prepared ready for all the outer components of the printing machine for all the parts more exposed to ink misting like the protection grids of the printing cylinders.

**Finito® dress,** thanks to an agreement with the best machine manufacturers, can be supplied in a personalized kit, dye-cut according to the different machine models for an easier and more precise application.

**Finito® dress**, thanks to its special surface treatment, shows a high chemical resistance and can be easily cleanable by the most common detergents for the publication and advertising industry, for the packaging and converting sector and in visual communication.

**Finito® dress** is supplied with thickness ranging from 75 to 250 μm, in 50 mt rolls, width 1300 mm o in boxes of dye-cut sheets according to the design of every printing and varnishing units of the major printing machine manufactures, either offset or web offset, flexo, gravure, silk screen or digital printing.

The film can be personalized with brand name, logo design or according to customer requirement.
Finito® dress anti-shock is innovative product, especially studied to protect monitors, touchscreens, control console of printing presses and particular areas easy to be scratched, such as where printing plates are placed.

It is a self-adhesive modified TPU film treated with a special coating to achieve a high rejection of all kind of inks, overprint varnishes or glues and to get an easily cleanable surface with high resistance to all the most common washes and solvents.

Finito® dress anti-shock can be easily replaced with no risk of residuals of adhesive left on the dressed surface. It can be applied to almost all plastic or glass surfaces even.

Finito® dress anti-shock shows a very high mechanical resistance in order to achieve a high protection against hits, scratches and abrasions.

Finito® dress anti-shock is provided in appropriate dye-cut related to different monitors and console designs.
This leaflet is powered by Finito® no-stick and Dyna® Kure.